
REDEFINE  
THE ROAD

The ESCORT M1 dash cam records the road 
ahead in 1080p high definition quality and is 
optimized for both day and night recording. The 
M1 is designed to attach to most ESCORT detector 
mounts while also using the same power source 
to operate the dash cam and detector. 

It happens... We catch it.

DASH CAM

We didn’t raise the bar. We shut it down. 
The ESCORT Redline 360c sets the new 
technical standard for driver alert systems. 
2x the range. 360° directional awareness. 
100% stealth. 

Our flagship model with 
unprecedented detection 
range and accuracy.
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RADARDIRECT

The Redline 360c is not for everyone, only those who expect the best. Never settling, never cutting corners.  
We delivered the best of the best for people who expect high-end performance.

EXTREME RANGE    
Relax, with extreme range (2x longer than Redline EX) you’ll 
know exactly what’s ahead, behind and all around you.
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ALWAYS TRUE, NEVER FALSE
Exceptional accuracy against false alerts (AI-assisted filtering) 
means you’ll know what’s a real threat and what’s not
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INCREASE YOUR ROAD IQ
A powerful processor, (25x more than Redline EX) provides 
rapid response times and alerts faster than ever before
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SEE, BUT DON’T BE SEEN    
Advanced stealth technology ensures you can’t be seen by 

Radar Detector Detectors
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WELCOME TO THE RED ZONE    
True 360° directional awareness and location accuracy within 

2.5m gives you an all-around protective sheild
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READY WHEN YOU ARE    
A driver network with real-time shared community alerts

6

HAS GOT YOU COVERED

TRIPLE-ANTENNA DESIGN    
Dual front, single rear antenna provides 
double the range over previous models.

DIRECTIONAL ALERT ARROWS    
Arrows indicate the direction of the radar 
source for 360° protection.

TOTALSHEILD TECHNOLOGY    
Proprietary true stealth design allows usage 
without being detected

AUTOLEARN TECHNOLOGY    
Dual front, single rear antenna provides 
double the range over previous models.

CONNECTED CAR COMPATIBLE    
Built-in WiFi allows for instant shared alerts 
and software updates.

DEFENDER DATABASE    
Get advanced alerts to red-light camera and 
speed camera locations.


